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MUNNA AND GINGER & JAGGER 
SHOWCASE CONTEMPORARY 

HANDCRAFTED DESIGNS AT THE 40TH 
EDITION OF DECOREX

The brands present a curated living space during 

London Design Festival

PORTO, Portugal | August 2017 | Product design brands Munna and Ginger & Jagger are presenting their new 
designs in a curated showcase at Decorex. The exhibition takes place from 17 to 20 of September, Stand D39, at 

Decorex International, Syon Park, during London Design Festival.

The living space is divided in two main areas, a working area and a lounge space. The brands combine materials and 
textures, juxtaposing signature pieces with fresh design statements.

Munna showcases the new Maverick Sofa and the Golden Eye Folding Screen alongside the organic aesthetic of the 
Bosque Sideboard and the Cerne Tables by Ginger & Jagger. The dining area is embellished by the retro lines of the 
new Coleman Chair and by the light of the Bananas Suspension Lamp. There is a feel of harmony in the arresting 
colour palette of greens and soft shades that resemble Nature.

The working area presents a remarkable artic inspired mood. The Landscape Desk is the centrepiece in the room 
with a striking silhouette and a combination of smooth and rough textures, under the light of the new Bananas Floor 
Lamp. This is mirrored in a poetic way through the mesmerizing shades of the Mantle Mirror, all pieces by Ginger & 

Jagger. The seating designs by Munna complement the space, particularly the brand-new Aileen Chair with buttoned 
backrest and detailed seams, it’s a statement of pure haute couture, very much in tune with the fashion inspired 
Fringes Stool.

Munna and Ginger & Jagger are the official decorators of the Decorex Seminar Theatre, a space with a daily 
programme of seminars lead by high profile designers and curators.

The Natural and functional designs by Ginger & Jagger and the new classics by Munna infuse the interiors with 
contemporary craft and the feel of a higher form of living. The brands share the same conceptual space at Decorex 

International Syon Park, from 17 to 20 of September, Stand D39.

COLEMAN  •   Chair •   Munna ECLIPSE  •   Wall Lamp
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Maverick makes a bold statement with its clean and captivating design, delivering an effortlessly cool finish.
The poised back enhances its built-in seat cushion, complemented by discreet seaming to complete its faultless look.

AILEEN  •   Chair  •   Munna

MAVERICK  •   Sofa  •   Munna

COLEMAN •   Chair  •   Munna

Aileen revives the style of the 
ancient Greek Klismos chair, 
designed to provide the sitter with 
graceful comfort. The tapered legs 
support an elegant seating section, 
surmounted by a curved buttoned 
backrest accented by detailed 
seams.

Fringes draws on the signature 
Franjas fashion theme, ruffling the 
scene and inviting guests with its 
fun and flirtatious feel. The two 
fringes run all around the piece, 
completing its classic appearance.

Coleman recalls an era of bold 
retro lines and geometric forms, 
featuring an outstanding functional
design infused with savoir flair.
The exposed legs support a 
wing-shaped padded seat and 
backrest, creating an impression of 
floating that results in this edgy 
appearance.

FRINGES  •   Stool  •   Munna



The distinctive Landscape Desk initiates a design tension between rough and smooth, straight lines and faceted 
shapes. It’s novel metal structure is the foundation from where mountains and hills arise, reimagined in its silhouette. 
The desk devises a panoramic setting that can be appreciated from any vantage point.
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LANDSCAPE  •   Desk

CERNE •  TablesECLIPSE  •  Wall Lamp

Cerne is born from the very heart of 
trees, with their concentric rings 
conveying evolution over time and 
the passing of seasons within each 
layer. Surmounting discreet stands, 
the elegant wood veneer surfaces 
have been applied using the 
marquetry technique, with their 
contours accentuated by delicate 
brass borders.

Bananas brings to life the banana 
tree, with its elongated curved 
shape hosting hand-turned brass 
leaves. Emerging from a circular 
marble base, each leaf is 
connected to separate lighting 
tubes and features a uniquely 
chiseled texture, allowing the light 
to be both reflected and diused 
along the surface, culminating in a 
stand out piece for any living space.

BANANAS •  Floor Lamp

The Eclipse Wall Lamp provokes an 
intersection between light and 
shadow, stone and metal. When a 
third element comes into 
alignment, the subject, it’s 
demi-lunar light core and the 
metal rim that envelops the shape 
creates a stellar coronal light 
diffusion. The unique and 
sculptural hand-carved marble 
shade and hand-molded metal rim 
create a sense of invisible and 
harmonious movement.
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Munna’s collections are an homage to the profound 
heritage of craftsmanship, a tribute to meaningful 
design with lasting appeal, blending a carefully and 
exquisite range of selected materials and finishes, 
created to infuse the feel of a higher form of living.
Founded in Porto in 2008, Munna is a furniture 
design brand renowned for its sumptuous 
upholstery pieces, present in over 40 international 
markets in residential, commercial and hospitality 
projects. Munna’s designs are acclaimed by 
specialized publications targeted at interior 
designers, architects and design curators. Munna is 
now presented in showrooms in Europe, Russia, 
Middle East and Asia, and, most recently Istanbul.

Ginger & Jagger also features the new home 
accessories collection at Maison & Objet Paris. The 
artisanal design creations are inspired by the 
cosmos, its polarities and connections with the 
Earth, and brought to life through handcrafted 
marble, metals and glass.
Launched in Europe in 2012, Ginger & Jagger’s 
Earth to Earth collection is an evocative poetic realm, 
where Nature’s sculptural shapes are eternalized 
through handcraft, with unique artisanal techniques 
and an outstanding blend of superb materials, such 
as brass, copper, exotic woods and marble. The 
brand's momentum is flourishing, having been 
selected by Italian fashion house Fendi to furnish 
their new seven-room luxury hotel in Rome, the 
Palazzo Fendi. French fashion house Dior also 
selected designs from the brand to elevate their 
retail experience. Ginger & Jagger is represented in 
international showrooms in Shanghai, Riyadh, 
Moscow, Dubai, Jakarta and, most recently Istanbul.

Follow #gingerandjagger onFollow #munnadesign on
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The conceptual space presented by Munna and Ginger & Jaggerv at Decorex features wallpaper by Tenue de Ville.

http://www.tenuedeville.com/
https://www.facebook.com/MunnaDesign/
https://twitter.com/munnadesign
https://www.instagram.com/munnadesign/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Munnapt
https://www.pinterest.pt/source/munnadesign.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/munna
https://www.facebook.com/GingerandJagger
https://twitter.com/GingerandJagger
https://www.instagram.com/gingerandjagger/
https://vimeo.com/gingerandjagger
https://www.pinterest.pt/gingerandjagger/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ginger-&-jagger



